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more than 30 years, the Florida Association of Leisure Craft Registries has kept record of boat ownership and recreational usage on the waters of Florida. The information collected is used in public reporting and in

compiling statistics for sport boat racing associations. It is shared with the U.S. Coast Guard and the Coast Guard Auxiliary in analyzing the number of vessels on the Coast Guard fleet and the overall vessel population in
the country. The association, known as the FLARC, is a membership-based not-for-profit organization that provides recreational boaters and fishermen with data and information on Florida's waterways. The registry

started in 1978 as the Friends of the Florida Boat Registry. The FLARC was incorporated in 1998. "We have one of the oldest and most comprehensive databases in the nation," said Dawn Miller, FLARC's spokeswoman.
"We started to collect that information in the 1970s and as we got into the business, we started to expand." FLARC members are owners, recreational boat operators and surveyors. They are self-appointed recreational boat
surveyors. One of the most valuable pieces of information in the registry is the number of vessel states of operation. The higher the number, the less the vessel is likely to be used for sport fishing, according to Miller. "Last

year, there were more states of operation on the Gulf of Mexico than there were states of residence on the Gulf of Mexico," she said. "That means a lot of boaters went to the Gulf of Mexico and fish." In most states, the
registry has a map of the general area where the boat is registered and has the vessel's historical information on each location. "With Florida, they've kept records going back to 1976," Miller said. "We have the boaters'

names, state of residence, the vessel owner and the surveyors have records going back to the 1970s." FLARC members can login to the website at www.flarc.org to view survey records, legal papers and additional
information. Miller said the FLARC is comprised of more than 1,000 members. "We have surveyors from Florida to Texas and as
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